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Abstract
It is proposed that dark matter is the origin of neutrino mass, thereby linking
inexorably two undisputed (and seemingly unrelated) pieces of evidence for physics
beyond the Standard Model. Leptogenesis at the TeV scale may also be possible, as
well as a measurable contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment.
∗Talk at NOW2006, Conca Specchiulla, Otranto, Italy.
1 INTRODUCTION
Any theory beyond the Standard Model (SM) should incorporate neutrino mass and dark
matter. Are they related? In this talk, I propose that neutrino mass is due to the existence
of dark matter. I will discuss some recent models and their phenomenological consequences.
A candidate for dark matter should be neutral and stable, the latter implying at least
an exactly conserved odd-even (Z2) symmetry. In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM), the lightest neutral particle having odd R parity is a candidate. It is usually
assumed to be a fermion, i.e. the lightest neutralino. [The lightest neutral boson, presumably
a scalar neutrino, is ruled out phenomenologically.]
If all one wants is dark matter, the simplest way is to add a second Higgs double (η+, η0)
[1] which is odd under Z2 with all SM particles even. This differs from the scalar MSSM (ν˜, l˜)
doublet, because η0R and η
0
I are split in mass by the Z2 conserving term (λ5/2)(Φ
†η)2 +H.c.
which is absent in the MSSM.
2 NEUTRINO MASS AND DARK MATTER
To obtain a small Majorana neutrino mass in the SM, consider the unique dimension-five
operator [2]
fαβ
2Λ
(ναφ
0 − lαφ+)(νβφ0 − lβφ+). (1)
It has exactly 3 tree-level realizations [3] by inserting the appropriate intermediate state:
(I) N , (II) (ξ++, ξ+, ξ0), (III) (Σ+,Σ0,Σ−); and 3 generic one-loop realizations [3]: (IV) one
external scalar line coupled to the internal fermion line and the other to the internal scalar
line, (V) both coupled to the scalar line, (VI) both coupled to the fermion line.
Radiative mechanism (IV) dominates the literature, the prime example being the Zee
2
model [4]. I propose instead [5] mechanism (V) with the addition of Ni, i = 1, 2, 3 and
(η+, η0), all being odd under Z2. As a result, either η
0
R or η
0
I is dark matter with mass 60 to
80 GeV [1], or the lightest Ni is dark matter, with all masses of order 350 GeV or less [6] for
the new particles.
3 NEUTRINO MASS AND LEPTOGENESIS
Because of the assumed Z2 symmetry, να does not couple to Ni through φ
0. Hence Ni is
not the Dirac mass partner of να as in the canonical seesaw model. Instead να couples to
Ni through η
0 (which has no vacuum expectation value) and obtains a radiative Majorana
mass in one loop, i.e.
(Mν)αβ =
∑
i
hαihβiMi
16pi2
[
f
(
M2i
m2R
)
− f
(
M2i
m2I
)]
, (2)
where f(x) = − ln x/(1− x). Let m2R −m2I = 2λ25 << m20 = (m2R +m2I)/2, then
(Mν)αβ =
∑
i
hαihβi
Mi
I
(
M2i
m20
)
, (3)
where
I(x) =
λ5v
2
8pi2
(
x
1− x
) [
1 +
x lnx
1− x
]
. (4)
For xi >> 1, i.e. Ni very heavy,
(Mν)αβ = λ5v
2
8pi2
∑
i
hαihβi
Mi
[ln xi − 1] (5)
instead of the canonical seesaw expression of v2
∑
i hαihβi/Mi. In leptogenesis, the lightest
Mi may then be much below the Davidson-Ibarra bound [7] of about 10
9 GeV, thus avoiding
a potential conflict of gravitino overproduction and thermal leptogenesis. In this scenario,
η0 is dark matter.
3
4 MUON g − 2 AND NEUTRINO MASS
Another model of this class has recently been proposed [8] again with an exactly conserved
Z2 where Ni, N
c
i , (η
+, η0), χ− are odd. Lepton number, i.e. U(1)L, is also assigned to these
fields: 1, −1, 0, 0 respectively.
µ µcN ci Ni
η+ χ
−
γ
Figure 1: Dominant contributions to muon anomalous magnetic moment.
The muon gets an anomalous magnetic moment from the Dirac mass terms linking Ni
with N ci and the mixing of η
± with χ± (forming the eigenstates X and Y with mixing angle
θ), resulting in
∆aµ =
− sin θ cos θ
16pi2
∑
i
hµih
′
µi
mµ
Mi
[F (xi)− F (yi)], (6)
where xi = m
2
X/M
2
i , yi = m
2
Y /M
2
i , and F (x) = [1−x2+2x ln x]/(1−x)3. Let yi << xi ≃ 1,
Mi ∼ 1 TeV, (−hµih′µi sin θ cos θ/24pi2) ∼ 10−5, then ∆aµ ∼ 10−9, whereas (∆aµ)exp′t =
(22.4± 10) to (26.1± 9.4)× 10−10.
να νβN ci N
c
j
η0 η
0
φ0 φ0
Figure 2: Radiative Majorana neutrino mass.
To obtain a nonzero neutrino mass, U(1)L is broken softly by the terms
1
2
mijN
c
iN
c
j +
1
2
m′ijNiNj +H.c., (7)
4
resulting in the residual symmetry (−1)L. The one-loop radiative Majorana neutrino mass
matrix is then given by
(Mν)αβ =
∑
i,j
hαihβjλ5v
2mij
8pi2(M2i −M2j )
[
M2i
m20 −M2i
+
M4i ln(M
2
i /m
2
0)
(m20 −M2i )2
− (i↔ j)
]
. (8)
Let Mi,j ∼ 1 TeV, mij ∼ 0.1 GeV, hαi ∼ 10−2, λ5 ∼ 0.1, m0 ∼ v ∼ 102 GeV, then the entries
of Mν are of order 0.1 eV.
Suppose the hα1 couplings are very small, i.e. N
c
1 decouples fromMν , it is still possible
to obtain a realistic neutrino mass matrix. For example, let
hαi ≃ h


0 1 0
0 0 1/
√
2
0 0 1/
√
2

 , (9)
then using the [νe, (νµ + ντ )/
√
2, (−νµ + ντ )/
√
2] basis,
Mν ≃ h2


m˜22 m˜23 0
m˜23 m˜33 0
0 0 0

 , (10)
i.e. θ23 = pi/4, θ13 = 0, m3 = 0 (inverted ordering).
5 NOVEL TEV LEPTOGENESIS
Let (N1, N
c
1) be the lightest pair with hα1, h
′
α1 ∼ 10−7 to satisfy the out-of-equilibrium
condition for leptogenesis at the TeV scale. Rotate
(
m′11 M1
M1 m11
)
→
(−M1 + A B
B M1 + A
)
, (11)
where A = (m′11 +m11)/2, B = (m
′
11 −m11)/2. Choose phases so that M1 > 0, A > 0 are
real and B = |B| exp(iα). Diagonalize above matrix with
(
exp(iβ) cos θ − sin θ
sin θ exp(−iβ) cos θ
)
, (12)
5
then sin β = −M1 tanα/C, cos β = A/C, tan 2θ = cosα|B|C/AM1, where C = (A2 +
M21 tan
2 α)1/2. Let A2 << M21 tan
2 α, then exp(iβ) = (A/M1 tanα) − i, and the lepton
asymmetry is given by
( −1
64pi
) |B|2 sinα cosα
A2 + |B|2 sin2 α
[
4(
∑
α |hα1|2)2 − (
∑
α |h′α1|2)2
2
∑
α |hα1|2 +
∑
α |h′α1|2
]
. (13)
The novel feature of this mechanism is that CP violation originates in the mass matrix,
not the Yukawa couplings. However, because hα1, h
′
α1 ∼ 10−7, this effect is too small. This
means that (N2, N
c
2) must also be considered, and the complete expression of the asymmetry
becomes rather complicated. Now because h′α2 are mostly unconstrained, this asymmetry
may well be of order 10−6 for M1,2 of order 1 TeV for a realistic scenario of leptogenesis,
which is also verifiable at the forthcoming Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
6 CONCLUSION
The evidence of dark matter signals a new class of particles at the TeV scale, which may
manifest themselves indirectly through loop effects. They may be responsible for neutrino
mass, muon anomalous magnetic moment, as well as leptogenesis. Two simple examples
predict observable bosonic dark matter at the electroweak scale, and perhaps also neutral
singlet fermions at the TeV scale.
Afterword
This talk was given on September 11, 2006. Exactly 5 years ago, I was also in Italy giving
a talk during that most fateful event of recent times.
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